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Abstract Because of successful implementations and high intensity of re-
search, metaheuristic research has been extensively reported in literature,
which covers algorithms, applications, comparisons, and analysis. Though, it
has been evidenced that little has been done on insightful analysis of meta-
heuristic performance issues, and it is still a “black box” why certain meta-
heuristics perform better on specific optimization problems and not as good on
others. The performance related analysis, which have been performed on spe-
cific algorithms, are mostly qualitative via performance validation metrics like
mean error, standard deviation, and co-relations have been used. Moreover,
the performance tests are often performed on specific benchmark functions -
few studies are those which involve data from real-life scientific or engineering
optimization problems.
In order to draw a comprehensive picture of metaheuristic research, this
paper performs a survey of metaheuristic research in literature which consists
of 1222 publications from year 1983 to 2016 (thirty three years). Based on
the collected evidence, this paper addresses four dimensions of metaheuristic
research: introduction of new algorithms, modifications and hybrids, compar-
isons and analysis, and future directions. The main objective is to highlight
potential open questions and critical issues raised in literature. This will guide
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future researchers to conduct more meaningful research that can serve for the
good of this area of research.
Keywords Metaheuristic · optimization · global optimization · swarm
intelligence · evolutionary algorithms
1 Introduction
Optimization is everywhere, be it engineering design or industrial design, busi-
ness planning or holiday planning, etc. We use optimization techniques to
solve problems intelligently by choosing the best from large amount of avail-
able options. Metaheuristics have earned more popularity over exact methods
in solving optimization problems because of their simplicity and robustness
of results produced while implemented in widely varied fields including engi-
neering, business, transportation, and even social sciences. There is established
extensive research by metaheuristic community, which involves introduction of
new methods, applications, and performance analysis. However, Srensen, Se-
vaux [1] believes that the field of metaheuristics has still to reach maturity as
compared to physics, chemistry, or mathematics. There is immense room of
research to appear on various issues faced by metaheuristic computing. This
paper aims at determining the volume of research conducted in this particular
discipline, as well as, highlight some of the open questions and critical con-
cerns that need further attention by researchers. Additionally, this survey work
presents complete overview of body of knowledge in order to present current
status of this particular field and suggest potential future directions. In this
context, we present a systematic study of research work published between the
years 1983 and 2016. In order to lay the foundation of the idea of this paper,
we took guidance from recent survey study conducted by Uddin, Ghazali [2].
It is worth mentioning here that the terms optimization algorithm, method,
algorithm, and technique refer to metaheuristic algorithm.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. First, in the fol-
lowing section, the systematic mapping process for conducting this survey is
explained. Section 3 answers the research questions by analyzing the synthe-
sizing results of the collected data (publications). In Section 4 some of the
related work is highlighted. Some of the significant gaps in metaheuristic re-
search identified in this survey are presented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6
duly concludes the paper and presents a summary of the present work and
potential directions for the future research.
2 Systematic Mapping Process
Generally, systematic review of existing literature is performed based on the
guidelines provided by Petersen, Feldt [3] and Keele [4]. The guidelines adopted
in this paper are from Keele [4] whereas the study mapping process is taken
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Fig. 1 Modified study mapping process
from Petersen, Feldt [3] after some modification. The modified process is de-
picted in Fig. 1. In this paper, only the modified process is explained. For
greater detail on the original process, the relevant study mentioned previously
can be referred.
Research questions guide and create strong bond of ideas pivoting the
main objective of the study. Therefore, this research revolves around a vivid
central point by clearly defining the research questions. This helps in screening
and selecting the desired papers. Additionally, keywords are identified from
abstracts of some of the primary literature already in hand. These keywords
are used to search publications including papers, articles, and book chapters.
2.1 Preliminary Study
This is where the systematic literature review commences. For better idea
about the scope of search, it is necessary to perform some preliminary study
earlier. This draws the reason behind authors motivation for conducting a
comprehensive review, systematically. The primary study can be performed
by random search over the internet via common search engines (for instance
Google Scholar) using one or two keywords strictly relevant to the area of
study. After finding few papers, these papers can be used to select some more
relevant keywords from abstracts, and can also be used to determine initial
search venues; later on few more significant search sources could be added
as the search furthers. That said, we performed our initial search with the
keyword “Metaheuristic” on Google Scholar. From this early stage, we finalized
keywords and search venues mentioned in Table 1. For this, we listed down all
the keywords from the papers in hand, selected most commonly used keywords
for our further search. Table 1 also serves as the guide for the reader to know
the useful keywords while searching the related literature.
After initial search and study of some of the papers, the idea about design-
ing research questions was to be more logical. Hence, the following research
questions were well designed at this stage.
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Table 1 Keywords and search results on the selected venues
S.No. Keywords ACM Elsevier Hindawi IEEE Xplore Springer Wiley Other Total
1 Metaheuristic 23 54 49 28 36 27 16 233
2 Meta-heuristics 6 29 0 30 16 8 5 94
3 Optimisation 3 8 6 0 2 1 6 26
4 Optimization 0 9 8 2 4 1 5 29
5 Numerical optimization 9 14 13 4 3 0 7 50
6 Global optimization 8 18 28 11 8 0 1 74
7 Constrained optimization 3 10 3 5 12 0 1 34
8 Unconstrained optimization 2 7 6 6 5 0 0 26
9 Combinatorial optimization 13 9 15 2 3 1 4 47
10 Local search 11 14 13 7 21 1 0 67
11 Global search 5 37 15 6 11 0 0 74
12 Neighborhood search 7 11 6 7 8 0 0 39
13 Exploitation 2 4 11 2 1 0 0 20
14 Exploration 0 2 5 1 0 2 0 10
15 Intensification 0 0 0 5 3 0 0 8
16 Diversification 0 1 1 2 1 0 0 5
17 Heuristic Search Algorithm 0 8 0 8 21 0 0 37
18 Evolutionary Algorithms 2 9 8 8 29 0 4 60
19 Evolutionary Computation 2 7 3 3 7 0 5 27
20 Bio Inspired Algorithm 4 19 0 16 27 2 3 71
21 Computational Intelligence 0 6 0 1 5 0 1 13
22 Collective Intelligence 0 4 0 2 13 0 2 21
23 Swarm Intelligence 19 29 23 22 37 18 9 157
Total 119 309 213 178 273 61 69 1222
2.2 Research Questions
The main question which drives the motivation behind this study is: How can
we draw a comprehensive picture of metaheuristic research? For answering
this, we formulated four different research questions (RQs) to be injected into
the collected literature. These questions are:
RQ-1 What are the basic concepts related to metaheuristics?
Rationale: The answer to this question establishes foundation and pro-
vides preliminary knowledge to comprehend the research.
RQ-2 What is the intensity of publications in the field of metaheuristics?
Rationale: This question investigates the potential of metaheuristic algo-
rithms in solving optimization problems. Here, conference papers, jour-
nals, book chapters and articles are taken into account.
RQ-3 What are the most frequently used metaphors or design patterns used
to develop metaheuristic algorithms?
Rationale: This question investigates the metaphors or frameworks adopted
from different disciplines to design metaheuristic methods.
RQ-4 What analytical techniques have been used for validating metaheuristic
performances?
Rationale: This question lists approaches to performance validation of
metaheuristic algorithms. These techniques are critically analyzed to
determine the authentication of the approaches used in comparisons
and performance analysis.
RQ-5 What are the potential future directions in the field of metaheuristics?
Rationale: This question highlights some of the important topics or sub-
areas in the field of metaheuristics as future directions. Here, some of
the critical issues and open questions that call for significant amount of
future research are presented.
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2.3 Conduct Search
There are two ways to conduct search for systematic literature review: auto-
matic [3] and manual [4]. This study prefers the later strategy, as the prior
approach poses few drawbacks since currently available automatic search en-
gines are not feasible for this kind of study [5]. The manual search is generally
used for searching primary studies from the most relevant sources. Table 1
shows the potential venues that have been used as publication sources. These
sources have vast variety of publications including conference proceeding, jour-
nal papers, articles and book chapters.
The search keywords mentioned in Table 1 were keyed in on the search
panel of the publication websites, with default search settings, but list order
of the papers was set to descending order of publication date (latest first).
Averagely, 25 items were listed in every search page, and we browsed through
only first three pages, which make 75 search items for each keyword on each
venue. We went through all these 75 items averagely and selected the most
relevant publications for our review database. Following are the inclusion and
exclusion criteria defined:
– Inclusion: Most relevant publications including journal papers, conference
proceedings, articles, book chapters focusing on introduction of new meta-
heuristic algorithm, proposing modification or hybrid of metaheuristic meth-
ods, reviews, surveys, comparisons and analysis, or applications of meta-
heuristics in solving any real-world or benchmark optimization problem.
– Exclusion: The short papers with less than 5 pages, and publications not
related to metaheuristics.
2.4 Screening of Publications
It is a two iterations process. Initially, total 1222 publications were identified
through search on selected venues. After this, the literature was reviewed and
assessed by the project team in order to judge the relevance. Here, we reviewed
abstracts and conclusions, also put a glance on the main body of the papers if
the research deemed potential and close to our research theme. This way, the
inclusion and exclusion was performed to create our search database.
2.5 Data Extraction
A spreadsheet was designed to record different characteristics of a publication
to address the research questions and objectives of the study. The information
covered in this form includes paper number, title, authors, publication year,
venue, publication type (conference, journal, or book chapter), research type
(new method, modification, hybrid, comparisons and analysis, or survey).
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3 Analysis and Synthesis of Data
This section answers the research questions designed in this study. In order
to better understand the data collected, the study is divided into following
research questions.
3.1 RQ1: What are the basic concepts related to metaheuristics?
This section explains some basic concepts of metaheuristic computing, terms
used in this area, and generalized mathematical representation of a meta-
heuristic algorithm. This section adequately builds preliminary knowledge for
readers to comprehend this particular area of research. Hence, it starts with
Optimization.
3.1.1 Optimization
Optimization is performed to maximize outcome with limited resources by
selecting the best solution, from a set of available solutions [6]. Yang [7] elab-
orates optimization with an example of searching diamond in a large forest
(search domain). Looking into the search area inch-by-inch will consume enor-
mous amount of energy and time. In such scenario, any optimization technique
can be applied to focus only on the potential spots where the possibility of
finding diamond is higher. This way, the problem will be solved intelligently
rather than laboriously.
Every optimization problem comes with few decision variables (e.g. which
search mode to use for searching diamond and in which order to visit the for-
est), certain objective function (e.g. searching maximum diamond), and some
constraints (e.g. searching diamond with less time and effort) [8]. Optimiza-
tion techniques are employed to obtain the values of decision variables that
optimize an objective function subject to certain constraints.
Definition 1 Formally, optimization problem, P, is defined as:
P
.
= (S,Ω, f) (1)
where
– S is the search space defined over a finite set of decision variables Xi, i =
1, ..., n;
– Ω is a set of constraints among the decision variables;
– f is an objective function that needs to be optimized.
To solve P , an optimal solution s∗ of P is to be found with minimum
objective function value f(s∗) ≤ f(s),∀s ∈ S, orf(s∗) ≥ f(s),∀s ∈ S, in case
the objective function is to be maximized.
Optimization problems vary by their structure. They can be single or multi-
objective, constrained or unconstrained, or combinatorial optimization prob-
lems.
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Single vs. Multi-Objective Optimization Optimization problems that rely on
one specific objective which is to be maximized or minimized are supposed to
be single-objective optimization problems. Such problems may also have sev-
eral objectives combined together to form single main objective. The purpose
of single-objective optimization technique is to find a single solution (best solu-
tion) that best lumps a number of objectives into one. On the other hand, many
complex industry and scientific optimization problems are multi-objective in
nature. These problems involve multiple contradictory criteria or objectives
that must be satisfied simultaneously. Multi-objective optimization problem
contains more than one contradicting objectives that need to be satisfied based
on certain constraints [9].
Constrained vs. Un-Constrained Optimization Many real-life optimization prob-
lems have certain constraints/rules that cannot be violated while finding an
optimized solution. Therefore, the problem in this category involves objective
function f(x) that is to be minimized/maximized based on certain constraints.
Whereas, unconstrained optimization problems do not involve any restrictions
or limitations, and they depend on real variables. Such problems have objective
function that minimizes or maximizes the value of f [10].
Combinatorial Optimization In combinatorial optimization problems, solu-
tions are encoded in discrete variables [11]. Unlike multi-objective optimiza-
tion, where the optimal values of some variables are to be found in order to
maximize/minimize the objective function, many real-world problems need
to select or arrange (combination or permutation) a set of objects in a way
that objective function is maximized/minimized. Combinatorial optimization
is optimization derived from discrete mathematics, where we try different com-
binations of unordered collection of distinct elements, of size k, taken from a
set of S elements [12].
Since the background of optimization has been established, the next section
introduces basic concepts and mathematical representation of a metaheuristic
algorithm, moreover, the subsections discuss different categories of the algo-
rithms.
3.1.2 Metaheuristic Algorithm
Metaheuristics are used for solving optimization problems by the process of
searching optimal solutions to a particular problem of interest. This process of
searching can be carried out using multiple agents which essentially form a sys-
tem of evolving solutions using a set of rules or mathematical equations during
multiple iterations. These iterations carry until the solution found meets some
predefined criterion. This final solution (near optimal solution) is said to be
an optimal solution and a system is deemed to have reached a converged state
[13].
As opposite to exact methods that find optimal solution at the expense of
high computational time, heuristic methods find near optimal solution rather
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quickly. But, these methods are mostly problem specific. As the term meta
in metaheuristics suggests, metaheuristics are one level higher than heuristic
approaches. Metaheuristic techniques have seen a great amount of success as
they are likely to provide solutions at an acceptable computational cost. Very
good solutions can be obtained by hybridizing good heuristics with classical
metaheuristics for many real-world problems.
In order to build theoretical foundations of metaheuristics, it is important
to analyze the fundamental terms in metaheuristic computing which imple-
ments adaptive intelligent behavior. The definitions given by [14] serve the
purpose:
Definition 2 A heuristic is a reasoning methodology in problem solving that
enables a solution to a problem is driven by trial-and-error.
Definition 3 A metaheuristic is a generic or higher-level heuristic that is
more general in problem solving.
Definition 4 Metaheuristic computing is an adaptive computing that applies
general heuristic rules in solving a category of computational problems.
On the basis of above definitions, the generalized mathematical formulation
of a metaheuristic can be defined as below [14]:
Definition 5 A metaheuristic (MH) can be described as:
MH
.
= (O,A,Rc, Ri, Ro) (2)
where
– O is a set of metaheuristic methodologies (i.e. metaheuristic, adaptive,
automotive, trial-and-error, cognitive);
– A is a set of generic algorithms (e.g. genetic algorithm, particle swarm
optimization, evolutionary algorithm, ant colony optimization);
– Rc = O ×A, is a set of internal relations;
– Ri ⊆ A'×A,A'∧A v, is a set of input relations; where C' is a set of external
concepts and c is concept environment. For convenience, Ri = A'×A may
be simply denoted as Ri = C' × c.
Other than the concepts mentioned above, it is also mandatory to compre-
hend additional key factors; such as neighborhood search, diversification/exploration,
intensification/exploitation, local minima vs. global minima, escaping local
minima, local search vs. global search, evolutionary computing, and swarm
intelligence etc. Beside these terms, there include some fundamental strate-
gies used in metaheuristics, such as keeping balance between exploration and
exploitation, searching for most promising or potential neighbors, avoiding
inappropriate or inefficient neighbors, limiting search from entering into un-
promising neighbors, etc.
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Exploration vs. Exploitation Exploration and exploitation (also referred to as
diversification and intensification, respectively) are two common and funda-
mental features of any optimization method. However, it is highly dependent
on the search philosophy adopted by each metaheuristic. These two features
are considered as cornerstones of solving an optimization problem successfully
[15]. Exploration is the ability to expand search in wide spread domain to
explore unvisited areas, whilst exploitation, via accumulated search experi-
ence, allows to focus promising regions (high quality solutions) to utilize and
converge optimally [16]. For mastering the two features, an efficient algorithm
spreads new solutions, via randomization techniques and random walks, far
from current area of search so that explorative move should reach all the re-
gions within search space accessed at least once. On the other hand, using
intensive local search information about the landscape and past search experi-
ence, the algorithm tries to converge quickly without wasting too many moves
[17].
Local vs. Global Search Metaheuristics Local search optimization algorithms
are generally more exploitative methods (e.g. Tabu Search (TS)[18], Greedy
Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure (GRASP) [19], and Iterated Local
Search (ILS) [20], etc.), while global search methods are more explorative in na-
ture (e.g. Simulated Annealing (SA)[21], Genetic Algorithms (GAs) [22],Parti-
cle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [23], etc.). There are also many hybrid methods
which combine local search capability of local search algorithms as an improve-
ment mechanism in global search/population based metaheuristics [24–26].
Single vs. Population Based Metaheuristics The number of solutions to be
carried in search process determines whether the metaheuristic is a single-
solution (trajectory) or population-based algorithm. In order to select a meta-
heuristic for a specific optimization problem, it is first decided to whether
use a trajectory or population based algorithm. Usually, basic single-solution
based algorithms are more exploitation oriented, whereas basic population-
based metaheuristics are more explorative in nature [27]. Trajectory methods
use one solution at a time and start with a single initial solution. During the
course of iterations, these algorithms create a trajectory in the search space.
Here, it is noteworthy that the solution may or may not belong to neighbor-
hood of the current solution. For a population-based algorithm, a population
of multiple solutions is generated initially. Then, in every iteration, a set of
solutions are manipulated in order to find solutions toward better search ar-
eas. These algorithms either do recombinations of multiple solutions or modify
each via the strategy adopted to enforce exploration and exploitation of the
search area [11].
Now that the above discussion has already established preliminary knowl-
edge about metaheuristics, the upcoming sections explore the depth of litera-
ture through following research questions.
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Table 2 Survey results
S.
No. Publisher
Number of
publications
Type of Publications
New
Methods
Modified Hybrid Reviews
Comparisons/
Analysis
Applications
1 Elsevier 309 54 77 26 55 54 43
2 Springer 273 28 61 24 85 37 38
3 Hindawi 213 14 96 29 11 14 49
4 IEEE Xplore 178 16 51 18 7 21 65
5
ACM Digital
Library
119 5 47 9 27 23 8
6 Other 69 10 11 0 24 8 16
7 Wiley 61 3 7 3 31 5 12
Total 1222 130 350 109 240 162 231
3.2 RQ2: What is the intensity of publications in the field of metaheuristics?
The primary data extracted from the collected publications suggests that an
extensive research has been conducted in the field of metaheuristics. Although,
the related research has started as early as after WW-II when operational
research was in its infancy, the introduction of simulated annealing in 1983
formally kick-started research specifically in the field of metaheuristics.
A total of 1222 publications were reported in this study, which were pub-
lished during the period of 1983 to June 2016; this does not necessarily imply
that all publications in the literature have been found, there exists much more
to be explored. The intensity of publications year-wise is illustrated in Fig. 2.
It is evident from the graph that metaheuristic research attracted researchers
more effectively after 2005, and that until 2010 it had steady growth in the
number of publications. After a jerk in 2011, there was a significant surge in
the metaheuristic research. This, along with experiments, applications, and
analysis of metaheuristic methods, the trend of inventing novel metaheuristics
shot high till 2015. Meanwhile this period, some of the authors highlighted
the issue of metaphors-based methods, and according to them such researches
hardly presented any scientific contribution to the field of metaheuristic re-
search [28]. As a result of critical publications, until mid of 2016 the factory
of novel metaheuristics reduced its production and real analytical and crit-
ical research raised its pillars. While collecting primary data for this study,
it was witnessed that currently most of the authors have endorsed the issues
highlighted in some of the recent critical studies [7]. The trend is now moving
towards actual scientific contribution that involves mathematical analysis of
metaheuristic performance instead of just measuring squared errors for per-
formance comparisons.
It is obvious from Table 2 and Fig. 3 that the most focused avenue for
publishing metaheuristic literature was Elsevier followed by Springer with
highest number of reviews, surveys, chapters, and articles among all other
avenues. Whereas, Hindawi published the most number of modified meta-
heuristics among all. Besides being top contributor to metaheuristic research,
Elsevier was also top priority by researchers for introducing their novel meta-
heuristic techniques.
The primary data collected in this study revealed 149 metaheuristics. Fig. 4
shows only those methods which had 10 or more publications in our database.
Among other metaheuristic methods, PSO was the most attractive technique.
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Fig. 2 Metaheuristic publications year-wise
There seems significant distinction between PSO and the rest of other meth-
ods. PSO has gained immense popularity amongst researchers due to simplicity
and effectiveness in plenty of scientific and industrial applications. After this
method, artificial bee colony (ABC) [29], ant colony optimization (ACO) [30],
and GA have been extensively applied by majority of researchers. On the other
hand, in classic metaheuristics, TS, differential evolution (DE) [31], SA, vari-
able neighborhood search (VNS) [32], and ILS are still being widely published
due to their robustness in variety of optimization problems. Among modern
methods, harmony search (HS) [33], cuckoo search (CS) [34], bat algorithm
(BA) [35], firefly algorithm (FA) [36], and fireworks algorithm (FWA) [37] have
shown efficiency of producing quality solutions. Some of the latest metaheuris-
tics, such as teaching learning based optimization (TLBO) [38], biogeography-
based optimization (BBO) [39], and bacterial foraging optimization algorithm
(BFOA) [40] have also generated convincing results.
After being aware of metaheuristic techniques, the following question dives
deeper for determining the inspirations fascinated researchers to invent the
new methods.
3.3 RQ3: What are the most frequently used metaphors or design patterns to
develop new metaheuristic algorithms?
According to the primary data collected in this study, the metaphors of the
metaheuristics available today are taken from nine disciplines considerably
are Biology, Physics, Computation, Psychology, and Chemistry (see Fig. 5 for
complete list of disciplines). Most of the metaheuristics are bio-based, and
other than this, there also exist significant number of methods adopted from
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Fig. 3 Publication venues with type of metaheuristic publications
Fig. 4 Number of publications of metaheuristics
Physics, for example, law of motion or gravitation [41], electromagnetics [42],
etc. The researchers have also used metaphors from our daily life; such as, inte-
rior design [43], sports [44], music [33], and vocational skills [45], etc. Some of
the metaphors have also been adopted from the disciplines that deal with how
humans rule territories and run economic systems, including Economics [46]
and Military [47]. Some of the methods were so confusing in terms of putting
them in one group, so we just grouped them into Computation category.
Generally, metaheuristic methods have been designed mostly mimicking
the living and survival systems of insects, animals, and birds. Fig. 6 shows
top ten leading metaphors mostly preferred by researchers. Among these, in-
sects is the most favorite metaphor for mimicking the social behavior in order
to design efficient optimization methods, and among insects, bees is the top
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Fig. 5 Metaphor disciplines adopted by researchers for designing metaheuristics
trend followed by ants. Other than these species, the biological behaviors of
fireflies, spiders, and bacteria have also been explored in the hunt of producing
powerful metaheuristics. The second most popular trend is natural evolution
the Darwin theory of survival. Some of the animals, such as bats, fish, cat,
and monkeys have also attracted metaheuristic designers. Other than these
mentioned previously, birds, human, plant, water, ecosystem, electromagnetic
force, and gravitation have been interestingly expressed metaphorically in the
designs of metaheuristic methods.
When designed a new metaheuristic algorithm, the inventor is supposed
to prove its validity through employing some performance validation criteria.
These criteria are then compared with counterpart methods to measure effec-
tiveness of an algorithm. The commonly used performance validation criteria
are investigated in the surveyed literature in the following section.
3.4 RQ4: What analytical techniques have been used for validating
performance of metaheuristics?
Through this question we have tried to determine about the validating tech-
niques used to investigate performance of metaheuristics while being intro-
duced. In order to analyze the performance of metaheuristic algorithms, re-
searchers have most commonly used benchmark test functions, such as those
used in [48], [49], and in [50]. To name a few, among the wide variety of test
functions are Sphere, Rastrigin, Ackley, etc. A detail about these functions
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Fig. 6 Metaphors adopted by researchers for designing new metaheuristics
is available in [51]. Other than these functions, some benchmark engineering
design problems have also been solved by using metaheuristic methods to mea-
sure and compare performances. Some example problems are pressure vessel
design problem, compression spring design problem, welded beam design prob-
lem [52], truss structure problems of multi-story braced frames [53], and gear
train design problem [54]. Rest of the problems which have been used to solve
via metaheuristics include classification and clustering problems [23], [55], mul-
tiple knapsack problems [56], travelling salesman problem (TSP) and vehicle
routing problems [57], [58], [59], scheduling problems [60], [61], [62], and pre-
diction problems [63], [64]. Authors in [48] have used maximum number of test
functions (75) while introducing Backtracking Search Optimization Algorithm
(BSOA). At least, 1 test function is used in [65], [66], and [67] when measuring
performances of metaheuristic algorithms Raindrop Algorithm (RA), Variable
Depth Search Algorithm (VDSA), and Water Flow-like Algorithm (WFA),
respectively.
In order to analyze the performance of metaheuristics, some validation
criteria have been considered. These include mean, average, and standard de-
viation of objective function values. Other than these methods, some of the
statistical analysis techniques have also been utilized such as, p-value obtained
by Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test [68], z-test [69], and NOVA test [50].
While comparing performances of metaheuristic methods, the inventors
have compared their new methods with existing techniques. Mostly, researchers
have compared their newly introduced metaheuristics with PSO, GA, and
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ABC or their variants [70–72]). Other than these popular methods, ACO,
DE, and evolutionary strategies (ES) or their variants have also been used for
comparative analysis of results, see for example [73], [53], and [74].
4 Related Work
Due to enormous success of metaheuristic algorithms in effectively solving
wide variety of optimization problems, extensive literature has been published
until today. This study specifically focuses on highlighting research performed
on metaheuristics techniques not on the applications. That said, this section
considers only those survey studies that are conducted purely on evolution of
metaheuristic methods. The survey papers have been carefully selected and
studied so that a summary of current picture of metaheuristic research shall
be drawn.
In [75], Mahdavi and Rahnamayan reinforced the importance of meta-
heuristic research as there have been specialized conferences, journals, web-
sites, and research groups established. Creating a hierarchical classification,
this study identifies two main approaches in solving optimization problems
more efficiently: cooperative coevolution (CC) algorithms and non-decomposition
methods. According to the authors, the earlier approach divides optimization
problems into subcomponents and solves these components independently, and
later on merging together to form an aggregated solution. Non-decomposition
methods, on the other hand, solve any optimization problem as whole. High-
lighting some of the crucial challenges to metaheuristics, the study contends
that metaheuristic methods suffer from loss of efficiency and add up computa-
tional cost when the dimensions of the problem in hand increase significantly.
The curse of dimensionality increases with problem size and landscape com-
plexity making the exploration of potential solutions sterner. Some of the
gaps and future directions have also been presented in this study, which are
discussed in the subsequent sections.
Revisiting history of evolutionary and swarm intelligence algorithms, au-
thors in [76] officiated the beginning of evolutionary algorithms back in 1960s
and 1970s when genetic algorithms, evolutionary programming and evolution-
ary strategy were introduced [22], [77], [78], [79], respectively. Subsequently,
the field of metaheuristics properly kicked off by the introduction of SS&PR
[80], PSO [23], DE [31], and ACO [81]. The main objective of the study is to an-
swer the question whether the dynamics of swarm and evolutionary algorithms
can be visualized in order to improve their performance. The authors argue
that since complex network structure is hidden behind these metaheuristics,
it is possible to control their behavior through mapping a complex network
structure of solutions (individuals or search agents). For detailed explanation
and illustration of the argument, this paper has also depicted the concept in
graphs. The study also claims that swarm and evolutionary algorithms can
solve wide class of complex optimization problems if equipped with chaotic
dynamics.
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The two contradictory but important building blocks of any metaheuris-
tic algorithm: exploration and exploitation have been surveyed in [15] using
nearly one hundred papers. The core motivation behind this study is the two
appealing concerns: (a) components controlling exploration and exploitation
of a metaheuristic; (b) how to bring balance between them. The authors con-
tend that there exists limited understanding on how these two factors affect
performance of any specific method; therefore, strong drip on exploration and
exploitation can help metaheuristic researchers develop efficient methods in-
stead of just relying on oversimplified concepts. Having said that, in evolu-
tionary algorithms (i.e. GA, ES, EP), mutation, crossover, and selection are
the main sources of controlling exploration and exploitation yet it is life-and-
death for an algorithm to decide the types and approaches of these sources.
Although, the survey reported significantly varying approaches to maintain-
ing the tradeoff balance between exploration and exploitation in evolutionary
algorithms; overall, some of the prominent approaches are parameter tun-
ing, population size control, and diversity maintenance through determinis-
tic, adaptive, and self-adaptive techniques. Authors in [27] surveyed some of
the popular metaheuristics in the groups of single-solution (i.e TS, SA, and
GRASP etc.) and population-based methods (e.g. GA, DE, ACO, and PSO,
etc.), and found certain similarities: inspired by nature, rely on randomization
instead of gradient information, and maintain several parameters to be tuned
according to the problem being solved. Moreover, the study also contends that
basic single-solution based methods are mainly exploitation oriented, whereas
population-based methods are often exploration oriented. However, the study
terms the fundamental approach adopted by all such algorithms as adaptive
memory programming where the once visited search locations are maintained
in a memory, and based on it, new locations are visited. The memory is up-
dated with the information about the latest locations visited. Furthermore,
this survey also determines that the number of parameters in a metaheuristic
algorithm is directly related to its complexity. Finding good initial parameters
is also a tedious job. Therefore, the more suitable approach to combat this
problem is emerged as adaptive metaheuristics that self-tune the parameters
based on objective function values. Interesting gaps and future directions have
been proposed by this study, which are discussed in the later section.
In an interesting study, authors in [82] gave an overview of metaheuristic
convergence and efficiency analysis as well as presents some open questions
that need to be answered. According to the study, even though metaheuristics
have been observed to have successfully solved wide range of NP hard prob-
lems, this field is still younger than combinatorial and continuous optimization
in terms of convergence, complexity, and runtime analysis. In fact, there is lack
of mathematical analysis, and mostly ad-hoc approaches have been adopted in
literature to measure performance of metaheuristic algorithms. It is observed
that mean and standard deviation of objective function values on well-known
optimization problems have been examined. If these values stay better than
counterpart algorithms, the method in hand is said to be efficient. That is,
convergence and efficiency analysis are still challenging. This is due to the
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fact that the components of metaheuristic algorithms are highly non-linear,
complex, and stochastic in behavior. To address this, some of the studies with
convergence analysis have been reviewed in order to provide a framework for
analyzing convergence and efficiency of metaheuristics. The framework pro-
vided by the study can be a useful research direction for developing tools that
may help analyze randomization and convergence. The study also contends
that randomization, other than exploration and exploitation, is an important
component of any metaheuristic technique, which helps get out of local op-
tima positions. The randomization techniques range from the simple uniform
distributions to complex methods like Monte Carlo [83], or from Brownian
Random Walk [84] to Levy Flight [85]. The work suggests that all the meta-
heuristics with multiple agents with interacting paths can be analyzed using
general framework of Markov Chain Monte Carlo. The study also raises signif-
icant open questions yet to be answered in metaheuristic literature; discussed
in the later section.
Based on new emerging research domain quantum-inspired evolutionary al-
gorithms, authors [86] revisited existing but limited literature; as only three
categories of algorithms found: EDQAs, QEAs, and QIEAs. This study pro-
vides comprehensive details about this potential area of metaheuristic research.
Researchers interested in this area may refer to the mentioned paper. Accord-
ing to the survey, authors [87] revealed the usefulness of quantum computing
into evolutionary algorithms. QIEAs employ the concepts of quantum inspired
bits and gates to represent and generate offspring. Moreover, these algorithms
are highly exploitative to search global optimum solutions even with tiny pop-
ulation. Summarizing the literature reviewed and experiments conducted on
benchmark functions, the study states that QIEAs produce superior results as
compared to other canonical EAs. Furthermore, advancement in this area may
reveal robust algorithms for highly complex problems through quantum paral-
lelism. The study also has highlighted considerable gaps that need significant
future work.
Another interesting but not yet fully unfolded area of operational research
is parallel metaheuristics employed on parallel computing paradigm of grids
and clouds. Authors [88] investigated recent advances in literature related to
parallel metaheuristics that employ parallelism in order to reduce search time,
and at the same time, produce high quality solutions. According to the study,
there are three models based on trajectory algorithms: parallel exploration and
evaluation of the neighborhood, parallel multi-start, and parallel evaluation of
single solution. On the other hand, population-based algorithms have also been
applied on parallel computing through two approaches: computational paral-
lelization and population parallelization. In the prior approach, operations
on individuals are performed in parallel, whereas the later approach divides
population into subpopulations to be executed in parallel. The study reports
that parallel metaheuristics have not only been tested on popular benchmark
problems including TSP, routing, and scheduling, but also have found applica-
tions in the domains of science, business, and industry. These parallel imple-
mentations employed PSO, ACO, and other EAs. There are specific software
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and hardware platforms to be used for parallel implementations of algorithms
which have been discussed in the survey. According to authors, mostly, object
oriented platform (C++ and Java) for software engineering has been utilized
for parallel metaheuristics; and among the developed frameworks, MALLBA
and ParadisEO are the most comprehensive tools to be considered while im-
plementing parallel metaheuristics. There are some theoretical developments
regarding this work, the study has mentioned few studies which can be referred
for more information.
A more detailed analysis of new trends and potential research lines has
been discussed in the subdomains of technology, algorithms, methodology, and
challenges, and discussed in the following section.
5 Research Gaps and Future Work
Despite success of metaheuristic methods on diversified areas of science, en-
gineering and technology, there remains sufficient gap that needs to be filled
in order to reach maturity level as compared to other established fields of re-
search. This section helps identify some of the related but potential areas of
research that may build future literature.
Mahdavi, Shiri [75] foresee the design of decomposition methods, with great
performance and accuracy, as potential research area while solving real-world
imbalanced problems with large decision variables. Theoretical foundations
for investigating metaheuristic characters are still lagging behind. According
to the authors, it will help improve performance of metaheuristics. Although,
benchmark test functions were developed to represent imbalance in large scale
optimization problems, however there is a need of theoretical evidence that
proves this fact. Moreover, this study also raises an important question “how
these common benchmark test set and evaluation criteria reflect the char-
acteristics of real-world problems?” Another future potential research area
is highlighted in this study; that is, scalability of metaheuristic methods for
solving optimization problems with dimensions greater than 1000.
Zelinka [76] highlights some of the gaps in terms of unanswered questions
that are raised based on papers surveyed in the study. Some of the ques-
tions can be rephrased into one as: can control (like chaotification) of swarm
and evolutionary algorithms dynamics significantly improve performance and
diversity in search operation? As future directions, the study proposes some
potential research areas that range from swarm robotics to evolvable hardware
to breaking terrorists communication.
Focusing specifically the two important factors in the design of metaheuris-
tic: exploration and exploitation in evolutionary algorithms, repinek, Liu [15]
identified three main gaps as opportunities for further research. Broadly, we
can list them as (a) formal definition of exploration and exploitation; (b) more
deep theoretical understanding on which parts of evolutionary algorithms con-
tribute to exploration and exploitation, as well as, how and when to control or
balance the ratio between these two elements; and (c) some direct measures
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are required to gage the influence of different approaches and techniques of
manipulating exploration and exploitation in evolutionary algorithms.
Boussad, Lepagnot [27] advocate that in the absence of theoretical founda-
tions, the analysis of metaheuristic performance is performed based on experi-
ments with mean and standard deviation as validation criteria. More statistical
analysis is required for authentic comparisons. As interesting future work, the
survey intensifies the need of software framework for metaheuristics that may
help develop, hybrid, and use methods without building from scratch. The
framework should also be able to provide analysis and comparison facilities.
Another potential research area is complex large scale optimization problems.
The optimization problems with high number of dimensions can be solved
through parallel metaheuristic execution approach hyper-heuristics may help
in this. It is often observed that different instances of the same optimization
problem corresponds to different landscape structure. Therefore, the third po-
tential research line identified by this study is the landscape structure for
developing better metaheuristic methods.
Despite huge success in solving tough optimization problems, Yang [89]
asserts that it is hard to affirm mathematically why metaheuristic algorithms
are that efficient. Mathematical analysis of rate of convergence and efficiency
help obtain in-depth information about the behavior of an algorithm on a
specific problem. This will help effectively modify existing or develop new
method with authentic (not ad-hoc) results. Few efforts can be witnessed in
literature trying to address this gap, however to reach maturity in this area,
metaheuristic researchers need a lot of work in future. Another open area
in metaheuristic research identified by this work is measuring the balance
between exploration and exploitation. On part of comparative performance
measurement, the study urges any agreed criteria instead of just comparing
objective function values and number of function evaluations. The authors
of this research foresee more intelligent, self-adaptive, or in other words self-
optimizing next-generation metaheuristics in future. These algorithms will be
smart enough to tune their parameters in order to find optimum quality solu-
tion with minimum computational cost. In another article [7], the same author
maintains the challenge of large-scale problems to be solved by metaheuristics;
as mostly these algorithms are implemented and tested on small benchmark
test problems with number of design variables ranging from few to hundred.
Many engineering design, business and industry problems involve thousands
and even millions of variables. Moreover, the researcher also predicts the next
eight to ten years to be significant in addressing this open problem residing
both in theory and practice.
As a potential and emerging research area of evolutionary algorithms in-
spired by quantum computing, there are few gaps that are highlighted by
Zhang [86]. Like in the case of other metaheuristics, this area also needs theo-
retical basis with reference to searching optimal solutions, searching global op-
timality, and convergence. Additionally, more advanced characteristics related
to quantum computing such as, quantum registers, entanglement, interfer-
ence, controlled quantum-inspired gates, etc. are to be explored for developing
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efficient algorithms. As QIEAs are mostly compared with EAs only, these al-
gorithms should be further compared with other popular metaheuristics like
PSO and ACO.
Utilizing modern technology of parallel computing, metaheuristics have
also been implemented in parallel or distributed computation. Exploring meta-
heuristics in this particular area, Alba [88] highlights some important research
lines to further strengthen outcomes. Since the focus of this current study is
metaheuristics, therefore, we only extract from the paper the key issues related
to parallel metaheuristics. Just like the gaps mentioned above, this area also
deals with the same issues like theoretical foundations, convergence analysis,
statistical measurements, and exploration vs. exploration altogether totally in
a different paradigm of parallelism. Efficient use of population in distributed
architecture will lead to powerful metaheuristics for big problems as compared
to sequential ones.
6 Discussion and Concluding Remarks
It is ascertained in literature written in recent decades that metaheuristics
have solved optimization problems with ample efficiency and reasonable cost
of computation as compared to exact methods. The success of metaheuristics
is topped by the concerns about some important gaps and enormous research
to be held to reach maturity level as of Physics, Mathematics, and other op-
timization fields in terms of strong theoretical and mathematical foundations
as well as convergence analysis.
The literature surveyed in this research ranges from introduction of new
methods, hybrid of two or more metaheuristic techniques, surveys, compar-
isons and performance analysis, and wider range of applications including en-
gineering, business, transportation, and social sciences. The systematic litera-
ture review produced a database of 1222 publications appeared from the year
1983 to mid-2016. The designed five research questions laid the foundation
this study, and helped extract meaningful information from the database to
draw a comprehensive picture of current status of metaheuristic research. More
importantly, this study provides a platform for new metaheuristic researchers
including new PhD. fellows to start working on this area by finding potential
research topics.
The idea of solving optimization problems through heuristic approach was
envisioned more than forty years ago when Operations Research was in its in-
fancy during WWII. The formal kick off of metaheuristic research took place
when initial metaheuristic methods like Tabu Search and Simulated Anneal-
ing were introduced in 1680s. However, the boom of this field of research was
witnessed in 1990s after the wider applications of PSO, ACO and GAs. Past
twenty years have been flooded with novel metaheuristics due to attractive
approach of mimicking one or the other metaphor from the disciplines of Biol-
ogy, Chemistry, and Physics, etc. Despite of enormous success in wide variety
of applications, however, according to [90] this has harmed research in its true
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sense of scientific findings. Moreover, author in [1] is optimistic about the fu-
ture of this field as the more research is to be conducted based on theoretical
and mathematical foundations. To list down future potential research lines,
the gaps identified in this study are summarized as follows:
– It is observed that performance analysis of metaheuristic methods have
been mostly performed based on simple mean of objective function values,
standard deviation, and some basic statistical tests on certain test func-
tions; which is an ad-hoc approach. More well-established and commonly
agreed performance validation criteria are required in order to establish
firm conclusions about the efficiency of any method being introduced.
– Theoretical and mathematical foundations are required for different com-
ponents of metaheuristics; such as, exploration vs. exploitation, local opti-
mum vs. global optimum search ability, and convergence, etc.
– Scalable metaheuristics to be designed that are able to self-adopt, self-
tune, or self-evolve in order to cope with complex and highly imbalanced
landscapes of large optimization problems with massive decision variables.
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o. 
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Xplor
e 
Springer Wiley Other Total 
1 Metaheuristic 23 54 49 28 36 27 16 233 
2 Meta-heuristics 6 29 0 30 16 8 5 94 
3 Optimisation 3 8 6 0 2 1 6 26 
4 Optimization 0 9 8 2 4 1 5 29 
5 Numerical optimization 9 14 13 4 3 0 7 50 
6 Global optimization 8 18 28 11 8 0 1 74 
7 Constrained optimization 3 10 3 5 12 0 1 34 
8 Unconstrained optimization 2 7 6 6 5 0 0 26 
9 Combinatorial optimization 13 9 15 2 3 1 4 47 
10 Local search 11 14 13 7 21 1 0 67 
11 Global search 5 37 15 6 11 0 0 74 
12 Neighborhood search 7 11 6 7 8 0 0 39 
13 Exploitation 2 4 11 2 1 0 0 20 
14 Exploration 0 2 5 1 0 2 0 10 
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17 Heuristic Search Algorithm 0 8 0 8 21 0 0 37 
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